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From the Editor
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Bulle n Board
BRISTOL BEAUFIGHTER Mk VIC, Mk
X AND Mk XI IN NW EUROPE
RIVET COUNTER GUIDE #1 CORSAIR
COCKPITS F4U-1 FAMILY
PS771 GSI Creos Mr. Airbrush Custom 0.18mm
Models on the table last month

We are practically half way through 2022 already and the gloomy
June weather has well and truly set in. Perfect modelling weather!
We are going to run a modelling ‘clinic’ at this month’s meeting
This is an opportunity to draw on the collective experience of our
membership to help solve those problems that have got you
bogged down or stalled on your projects whether current or past.
So bring along those projects and lets see if we can help you solve
those dilemmas and get back on track.
As a reminder, don’t forget to pay your subs if you haven’t got
around to doing that yet.

NEXT MEETING
7.30 pm Tuesday 21/6’2022
Royal Oak Bowls
146 Selwyn St, Onehunga

COMMITTEE
Chairman - Craig Sargent

John Watkins

Secretary - Brett Peacock

Lance Whitford

Theme build

Support Ukraine
There is still plenty of time to complete an entry for our November
theme build night. Entries can be a kit by a Ukrainian manufacturer (No Russian markings please) or a Ukrainian subject from any
manufacturer

Treasurer - Mark Robson

EDITOR: Lance Whitford
e: lancewhitford@hotmail.com
WEBMASTER:

EMAIL: ipmsauckland@gmail.com
WEB: ipmsauckland.hobbyvista.com
YAHOO:
groups.yahoo.com/group/ipmsauckland
FACEBOOK:
Link from the IPMS Auckland Website
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BULLETIN BOARD
NEW MEMBERS AND SUBS ****** 2022/23 NOW DUE ******
Subs for 2022/23 now due -see below for club account details or see the club secretary

Membership Description
Full

Cost

Living in the Auckland
Metropolitan Area

NZ$45

Out Of Town Living 75km or more from NZ$30
central Auckland
Junior

Same rights as full membership for those under
16

NZ$25

IPMS BANK ACCOUNT
NUMBER

03 0162 0012960 00
Please add your name and details so we know who has paid!

EVENTS
CLUB NIGHT EVENTS
IPMS Auckland Meet on the
second Tuesday of each month
at 7.30pm

MODELLING EVENTS
IPMS NZ nationals October 1-2, Dunedin

Venue: The Sports Lounge
Royal Oak Bowls
146 Selwyn St, Onehunga

June

Modelling clinic. Bring your
project that has a technical
block or problem; consult the
hive mind and get a solution.
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BULLETIN
BOARD
BLLETIN BOARD
CLUB SUPPORT
The following retailers have
kindly agreed to offer IPMS
Auckland club members a
discount on their purchases
upon presentation of their
current IPMS Auckland Membership card.
The discount only applies on
selected product lines and
remains at the discretion of
the retailer.

Unit 5/1 Greenwich Way,
Unsworth Heights, Auckland.
Ph: (09) 441 3562
10% on kits and modelling
supplies

Merv Smith Hobbies
27 Davis Crescent
Newmarket
Auckland
10% off most items on
presentation of IPMS Auckland Membership Card.

Avetek Limited

ModelAir
349 Dominion Road
Mount Eden
Auckland
p: 09 520 1236

Gwyn and Christina Avenell
28 Lauren Grove, RD 2, Papakura,
Auckland 2582, New Zealand.
p: +64 (09) 298 4819,
m: +64 (0)27 343 2290
e: aveteknz@gmail.com
www.avetek.co.nz
New Zealand Master Agents
for:
Auszac ECO Balsa • Bob
Smith Industries - Cyanoacrylates and Epoxies •
Airsail International Kitsets

Cnr Market Rd & Gt South Rd
Auckland
Ph: (09) 520 1737
10% on kits and modelling
supplies
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BRISTOL BEAUFIGHTER Mk VIC, Mk X AND Mk XI IN NW
EUROPE WINGLEADER PHOTO ARCHIVE NUMBER 14 BY
TERRY HIGGINS AND NEIL ROBINSON
Book review by Pete M.

This latest publication from WINGLEADER covers the later model Beaufighters from the Mk VIC
through to the Mk XI in North West Europe, concentrating on the Coastal Command Strike
Wings.
The layout and style of this will be familiar to those that have purchased previous books in this
series, with most photos chosen for their clarity and sharpness where possible. Exceptions are
noted where a particular point is required to be mentioned.
The first chapters cover the Mk VIC noting all the modifications and recognition features of these
models.
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The Mk VIC was the first model of dedicated Coastal Command strike aircraft with provision for
torpedo or rocket armament and fitting of the optional internal extra fuel tanks in the wings for
longer range missions to the Norwegian coast. Variations in the fit of strike cameras and DF
loops are well covered.
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This is followed by a short chapter covering the Mk XIC which had no torpedo capability but did
incorporate the possibility of using wing armament or the extra fuel tanks. They were capable of
mounting rockets or 250lb bombs on wing mounts, or under the forward fuselage.
The major part of the book covers the TF X in all its variations and most of the modifications that
were applied to this mark.

An interesting item in the above photo is the note regarding the change to the fuel cocks from the
usual green and red control wheels to a set of levers. This began late in the NV series production, and was standard in all of the RD series production. To my knowledge, no 1:48 scale kit of
the TF X has this option as all have the wheels. The only aftermarket cockpit set I have seen with
the levers is the long OOP set from Cutting Edge. In 1:32 scale, even the Model Monkey resin
printed TF X cockpit set has only the wheels option.
One item I did note in this section is the modification to simplify the engine nacelles later in the
war, and this was usually accompanied by a different propellor assembly and the addition of spinners to the props.
The balance of the chapters covers the armament options in more detail with many notes and
comments for the modeller or aviation enthusiast
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For those wishing to build an aircraft of No.489 (NZ) Squadron, (erroneously referred to in this
book as No.489 Squadron RNZAF) There are several photos of this squadron’s aircraft (one of
the credits given for these is for Bevan Davidson) and my last illustration covers one of the late
model TF X’s of No.489 with the radome nose, spinnered props and fin strake.

As with my previously reviewed books in this series, almost a one-stop reference and highly recommended by myself.
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RIVET COUNTER GUIDE #1 CORSAIR COCKPITS F4U-1 FAMILY
By DANA BELL
Review by Pete M.
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This book is the first in a new series by noted author and researcher Dana Bell, and covers the
cockpits and details therein of the -1 series of Corsairs built by Vought, Brewster and Goodyear.
Dana’s preface is shown below

Being a huge Corsair ‘fan’ myself, this was an essential purchase to go with the previous publications covering the Corsairs put out by Dana.
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The layout and variations between the models from the prototype XF4U-1 to the late model
Goodyear FG-1D’s are well covered by Dana and each section is well illustrated by clear
photographs, scrap views and notations covering each part or modification. Where possible, there is a table showing construction numbers and Bu. of Air Numbers showing when
each modification or change occurred or was carried out from. One major item that comes
through in this book is the sheer number of changes carried out in the cockpit when it was
converted to the ‘raised’ version after the complaints from the ‘users’ regarding the visibility
issues arising in the so called ‘Birdcage’ models of the -1. Not only the seat position and its
mountings, but the control column, footboards and many other major items were revised.
Once again, photos and scrap views well show what was done in the ‘pit’.
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The variations to the instrument panels and engine controls are well covered, as are the variations to the side panels and controls, once again, noted in tables to show when they were introduced.
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A large section covers the cockpit canopy and windscreen changes carried out, and the reasons
for doing so.
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The radio fit (including homing devices) is well illustrated showing all the variations to the radio
controls on the starboard cockpit side, but it is missing information on the fit used by the Fleet Air
Arm’s Corsairs which used British radios and homing devices and different controls to those of
the US Navy, Marine and RNZAF Corsairs (note my highlighted text in the following photo)
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All in all, a most valuable addition to one’s Corsair section of the modellers reference library! A
‘must have’ when building the Tamiya 1:32 scale kits and very helpful for their 1:48 kits as well.
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PS771 GSI Creos Mr. Airbrush Custom 0.18mm

A while ago, I started looking at available options for a high end detail airbrush, and initially I was
considering the Iwata custom micron range. I did a lot of research online for prices and reviews
as I was looking at a significant investment. During the course of that I came across a number of
reviews on YouTube of the Mr Hobby GSI Creos PS-770 and PS-771. These models are identical apart from the finish. The 770 came with a satin chrome finish which combined with Creos
quirky styling gave the airbrush a bit of a steam punk look. The 770 has been superseded by the
771 which sports a conventional shiny chrome finish. The reviews I watched came from a variety
of people, many who use airbrushes professionally as artists and some like me who are just hobbyists. What grabbed my attention is that the PS-771 reputedly comes out of the same factory as
the Iwata range and has design and build specs equivalent to the Iwata Custom Micron range.
The Custom Micron CMC Plus looks the closest to the PS-771 but sports a 0.23 mm needle while
the 771 uses a 0.18 needle like some other Micron models. The heads and needles are interchangeable between the 771 and the Micron range even though the external styling of the head
is slightly different, the differences are effectively cosmetic.
So what makes the PS-771 so attractive? Firstly, these is a significant price gap between the PS771 and the Micron range. The only local stockist of the range of Mr Hobby airbrushes that I
know of is Hobby Station. They retail the PS-771 at $459. Iwata Microns start at over $800 in NZ
so clearly the PS-771 represents excellent value for money by comparison.
Mr Hobby don’t have a wide range of airbrush models at this level like Iwata do but the PS-771
has key features that I believe are of great appeal to modellers. Firstly, it is top loading and
comes with a tapered 10ml cup which works for small touch-ups and also larger jobs like freehand camouflage on a whole model. The fine needle/nozzle combination can spray properly
thinned fluid media at a very low velocity. The velocity at a given pressure is the same as the Micron range under test and this is important when getting very close to your work. The higher the
velocity coming out of the nozzle, the more reflection and deflection of the air stream can occur
and this ‘blowback’ can make doing detail work just that little bit more difficult.
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Here are some of the key features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4-part head system for perfect airflow and easy cleaning.
10ml gravity cup for longer, non-stop runs.
Built-in air valve (aka MAC valve) to adjust pressure right on the airbrush.
Numeric needle adjustment dial for setting your own paint-flow limits.
Handle with cut-in for easy access to needle lock-nut.
Adjustable trigger tension.
Needle seal made of solvent-resistant PTFE material.
Stainless steel needle is triple polished so paint flow can start even at lowest pressure settings.
Standard 1/8” connector

The picture above shows the full parts breakdown
Note that the needle adjustment screw and middle part that connects the main body to the tail piece are anodized in a black finish.

What’s in the Box?
The airbrush comes in a plastic case which is reasonably sturdy with
a well fitting foam insert to support the brush. I don’t keep my airbrushes in their boxes in normal use but it’s there if needs be.
Along with the handpiece you also get a small spanner for removing
or tightening the nozzle and also an airline with connections for an
aerosol propellant can. This will not be useful to most users and it
seems to be a Mr Hobby thing as the same accessories are also supplied with their PS-270 and PS289 models which I also have.
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I am enjoying the process learning to get the best out of the PS-771 and improving my airbrush
skills. The MAC valve is very smooth and precise and provides a linear increase in airflow as you
release it. Some of my cheaper brushes have this feature but these are nowhere near as
smooth to use.
I have adjusted both the air valve tension and the trigger tension to suit my tastes I substituted a
softer spring in the air valve. This is not a reflection on the brush but simply a personal preference.
I also added a self adhesive foam pad to the trigger and this gives me a little more trigger height
and a very positive feel. I have a range of these pads in different shapes and sizes and experiment with each different airbrush to see if any improve my experience. The pads are basically
just little self adhesive feet to prevent objects from scratching furniture.
Another tweak I did was to replace the crown cap on the nozzle assembly with a 2 pronged piece
which I got from Ali Express. This has the advantage of making it easier to do back-flushing
when the cap is on as I can squeeze the prongs between my fingers and get a perfect seal. I
usually have to slip something over the tip if using a crown cap for back-flushing which I consider
a pain. The brush will function ok with either type of cap but the best results come from spraying
with the nozzle cap removed. The cap provides protection when not spraying and can be removed of and re-fitted quickly and easily. The standard 1/8th inch air connection works with the
quick connect fittings I prefer to use. These make switching between airbrushes during a paint
session a quick and easy task.
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These shots show the visible tweaks I’ve made to my brush i.e. the 2 pronged nozzle cap, the
trigger pad and quick connect fitting

In summary The PS-771 is an excellent piece of equipment. The Japanese quality is evident in all
aspects of the componentry and the overall finish is first class.
The PS-771 provides the characteristics of a Micron in terms of feel, predictability and precision
but at a more affordable price. While I can’t say that from first hand experience I am confident in
the credentials of the reviewers whose advice led me to making a purchase.
I would thoroughly recommend the PS-771 to any modeller who is considering upgrading to a
premium detail airbrush.
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On the table at our May meeting
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Check out our Website gallery for photos taken of models at our
monthly meetings
http://ipmsauckland.hobbyvista.com

And as usual -check out the IPMS Auckland website as we’re trying to keep the content a bit more dynamic. We won’t be regurgita ng content found on other websites but will provide links to sites we think
are of interest to members.
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